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WHAT IS ZWOOP?
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Zwoop is a revolutionary e-commerce FIND ENGINE.  It combines 

blockchain, AI and advanced machine learning to remove the 

frustrations, inefficiencies and unfairness of e-commerce, saving 

shoppers time and money and giving them complete control of 

their personal data.  

• Zwoop will achieve mass market adoption by solving real problems for the world’s online 
shoppers;

• It is built on a token economics ecosystem that works, balancing supply and demand;

• The product is  ready following 18 months of development;

Zwoop’s key benefits for the world’s online shoppers:

• We provide unrestricted, unbiased and unbeatable access to the whole world of 
e-commerce.   

• We FIND available products that match a shopper’s precise needs - model, size, colour, 
fabric etc.

• We show them the best deals available anywhere online, inclusive of shipping and taxes.  

• We make the buying process simpler and faster, enabling one-click checkout from any 
retailer and payments in Fiat, Zwoop tokens or major cryptocurrencies.

• We give them control of their personal data. 

• We are not a search engine, shop or a marketplace – but a smarter way of shopping 
online.
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ANY product. ANY category.

ANY merchant. ANY country.
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E-commerce today is broken

E-commerce mimics the limitations of physical shopping - consumers are forced to visit 
numerous online stores, search and compare products, check for sizes, colours and other 
variations and then verify stock availability and delivery costs and options. 

Online marketplaces have, in many ways, made the situation worse - offering the illusion 
of choice, stacking search results with “featured merchants” and rarely providing the best 
deals. 

Search engines are not focused on shopping but simply serve links to down-stream sites 
that are heavily skewed by paid advertising and traffic referrals.

Price comparison sites offer only a limited set of products, are dominated by affiliate 
networks and paid referrals, are often out of date and sometimes mislead by hiding costs 
such as  shipping and taxes. 

Consumers’ data is tracked and exploited, without any real ability for them to control 
access to it and receive benefits when it is used or sold.

Checkout processes are slow, limited mainly to card payments, and subject to the risk of 
fraud.

Digital advertising relies on increasingly discredited impression and click-through models, 
is ineffective (with poor conversion rates) and cannot be audited accurately.

Second-hand resale markets require consumers to share personal information, have no 
means of ensuring product authenticity and are open to manipulation and fraud.

Review and comparison sites are not governed by legislation, are heavily manipulated 
by vested interests and paid-for activity, and as a consequence have become totally 
untrustworthy.

Zwoop - The future of online shopping

Zwoop has created a FIND ENGINE that uses AI and machine learning to understand 
products and interpret product pages, rather than rely on links or keywords. 

With Zwoop, users can:

• Find any product and instantly see the best deals from every merchant in the world, even 
if the product descriptions are different or in another language. 

• Know that the product is in stock and matches their requirements (size, colour, etc). 

• See the true price including shipping and taxes to their location.

• Check-out from any merchant with a single click. 
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• Use the Zwoop Token, any major cryptocurrency or traditional payment methods.

• Control their data, decide how it is used, and be paid for granting access to it.

• Re-sell their purchases in a trusted and anonymous peer-to-peer marketplace with 
assurance on product authenticity.

• Access products from websites that do not normally ship to their home address by using 
Zwoop’s shipping services.

• Set a target price for the products they want to buy and be informed when a merchant is 
prepared to match this target figure.

• Purchase added-value services such as extended warranties.

• Take advantage of better prices with a Group Buy facility.  

Zwoop gives shoppers a complete, accurate and unbiased insight into the entire 
e-commerce marketplace - allowing them always to find the best deals. No more fruitless 
searches, no broken links, no irrelevant content, no affiliate networks, no advertising 
influenced results, no complex checkout processes, no unauthorised harvesting of 
personal data.

6-sheet Ads
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HOW ZWOOP BENEFITS 
THE WORLD’S ONLINE 
SHOPPERS?
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ACCURACY

• Zwoop’s FIND ENGINE is far more precise than a search engine.  
It only shows the products that match the shopper’s exact 
specification and are in stock and it also shows the true cost of any 
purchase, including shipping and taxes.

SPEED

• Instantaneously provides shoppers with the best deals on the 
products they want.

• Automates the registration and checkout process.

TRANSPARENCY

• Provides an unbiased view of e-commerce, finding the best deals 
for shoppers without the influence of advertising, SEO, affiliate 
deals or other fees.

• Authenticates the provenance of second hand products.

VALUE

• Provides the best deals available, anywhere online.

• Enables the setting of price alerts. 

• Provides access to Group Buy deals.

ACCESS

• Opens-up the whole world of e-commerce, giving shoppers access 
to any website, anywhere in the world.

• Provides access to products and prices on e-commerce sites that 
were previously unavailable to them.

CONTROL

• Enables consumers to control how their personal data is used.
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Transforming how consumers see e-commerce

Advancements in e-commerce have focused on helping merchants improve their results, 
leaving consumers frustrated by increased security hurdles, complex check-out processes 
and a lack of control over how their personal data is used. Consumers are left to struggle 
with basic problems such as repetitive searches, out-of-stock products, difficulties in 
determining the total price and complex check-out process. And after all this, there is still 
no way for them to know if they have found the best possible deal available. 
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CRAWL

Zwoop’s Crawling Pool, analyses and ranks e-commerce websites, 
understands their page structure and extracts product information.

It understands their legitimacy based on fraud records and other 
algorithms and downloads all the product pages. The machine learning 
system analyzes the pages and extracts product information such as 
price, size, spec tables and other details related to the specific product 
analyzed.

INTERPRET

Using AI, machine learning, computer vision and natural 
language processing, Zwoop associates each product with 
one or more categories for which it knows which attributes 
need to be extracted. For example, it may understand that 
a product is a shirt, and a shirt has specific characteristics 
such as size, colour, fabric, style, fit, care instructions, etc. 
Once extracted, the relevant information is processed to be 
normalized and compared across countries and merchants, 
allowing Zwoop to identify identical products despite 
different descriptions or errors and incomplete specs. In 
this way Zwoop creates a unique catalog of identical and 
semantically similar products.

FIND

Zwoop’s FIND ENGINE can interpret semantically user queries, 
understanding their real meaning and complementing such 
meaning with contextual information derived from user profiles and 
behavior. Unlike a search engine, that works on keywords, Zwoop 
understands the meaning of the search. On top of this, Zwoop 
can search and filter for variations such as size, colour, delivery 
location, etc... Searching with the Zwoop FIND ENGINE is a unique 
experience from what is available today.

BUY

Zwoop allows consumers to purchase with one-click from 
ANY merchant. User can use multiple payment methods, 
including leading cryptocurrencies and tokens. Zwoop’s 
understanding of the check-out flow allows the AI system 
to manage exception, retrial, errors by the merchants, 
etc., without the user having to do anything1.

1 To facilitate this process, Zwoop relays customer information to a virtual currency exchange with which the consumer has an 
existing account. The consumer transacts directly with the virtual currency exchange. Zwoop does not assist the consumer 
with sending Fiat or cryptocurrencies to any partie

CRAWL

INTERPRET

FIND

BUY

Until Zwoop, no one has focused on how to serve consumers better by providing them 
with an innovative and consumer-focused experience to easily find every merchant who 
has a product in stock and to see the best price and shipping options. Zwoop transforms 
the consumer experience using the following process:
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ZWOOP
REPOSITORY

ZWOOP
BLOCKCHAIN

CONSUMER APPLICATION

• Mobile APP for iOS and Android

• Desktop Plugins for Chrome and 
Firefox

• User desktop and mobile website

• Chat Integration

ZWOOP CRAWLING POOL

• Open distributed network of 
e-commerce website crawlers

• Increases the overall download 
bandwidth

• Reward people running the crawling 
software with ZWP tokens

BEST PRICE / DELIVERY ENGINE

• Identifies the best price for each single 
consumer based on their needs (size, 
color, etc..) and shipping location, 
including taxes, shipping fees

• Verifies real time availability of 
products

EXECUTION BOT

• Executes purchase transactions and 
handles exceptions

• Tokenizes purchased products with all 
the related information

USER PROFILE ENGINE

• Tracks User transactions, preferences, 
purchases and products in the 
watchlist

• Manages transaction history

• Manages user permission-based 
sharing of data or permission based 
targeting

AUTOMATED WORKFLOW

• Manages exceptions and errors and is 
the interface between the AI and the 
support centre

• Tracks consumer tickets and customer 
support

MERCHANT PORTAL

• Advertising management

• Data and reporting access

• Group Buy

FIND ENGINE

• Semantically understands user 
queries

• Integrates queries with user and 
product knowledge and suggests 
improvements

• Matches images with products

• Manages URL Shares and 
integration with other 3rd party 
APPs for searching purposes

• Provides detailed answers based 
on user queries

INTELLIGENT CRAWLER

• Crawls any commerce websites 
around the internet

• Filters out fraudulent or scamming 
websites

• Verifies product availability

PAGE AND FLOW INTERPRETER

• Analyses e-commerce pages to 
identify their structures

• Maps purchase flows for any 
ecommerce website

• Identifies key data on the 
e-commerce pages

PRODUCT INTERPRETER

• Extract and normalize information 
for each product

• Recognizes and link identical 
products across merchants even if 

described differently and 
regardless of languages

• Infers “implicit” attributes (e.g. 
gender) not written on page

• Normalizes attribute values, 
managing for different scales

PAYMENT ENGINE

• Manages user payment methods 
and store them securely (PCI)

• Manages Virtual Credit Card

• Manages Crypto Wallet and 
integration with Virtual Card and 

merchants

PRODUCT CLASSIFIER

• Identifies the category of the 
products

• Defines the attributes needed for 
each product category

CONSUMER INTELLIGENCE ENGINE

• Complements user requirements for 
each search based on behaviour or 
previously provided information

• Defines an intelligent user profile

ADVERTISING ENGINE

• Manages user targeting for 
advertising

• Manages merchant campaigns and 
promotions

HOW IT WORKS

The underlying capabilities that allow Zwoop to deliver its unique services are presented 
below:
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Zwoop delivers knowledge and ease to the consumer and complete control over the 
buying process. 

Inefficiencies in the current online ecosystem cost billions through transaction processing 
fees, payments and the exchange of goods and services through intermediaries. Equally, 
there is a growing concern among consumers about the lack of control they have over 
their data and how it is used2. Zwoop addresses these issues through consumer services 
(built upon AI and big data foundations) and the capabilities, transparency and controls 
provided through blockchain.

Blockchain integration enables Zwoop to make e-commerce, advertising, shipping and 
reselling more efficient and democratic; streamline payments and provides borderless 
access to goods and products. Furthermore, a decentralised data platform allows 
consumers to control access to their data, determine the level of engagement they desire 
and be rewarded if they choose to share their data. 

48-sheet Ads

2 Armerding, T. 17 “Data Breaches that have influenced consumer confidence” CSO - https://bit.ly/2DG9FIF
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ZWOOP BLOCKCHAIN & 
THE ZWP TOKEN
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Zwoop’s deep understanding of the e-commerce environment is developed through a 
combination of AI, advanced machine learning and artificial intelligence. This is supported 
by the Zwoop blockchain and the Zwoop Token (ZWP).

Adding to the core elements of the Zwoop FIND ENGINE, the use of the blockchain and 
Zwoop token will allow:

• Consumers to make purchases using major cryptocurrencies and ZWP (in addition to 
Fiat) even when the merchant does not accept crypto.  This creates real-world relevance 
for cryptocurrencies.

• Consumers to control access to their personal shopping data.

• Consumers to access a verified, tokenised peer-to-peer market.

• Merchants to provide personalised offers, targeted and auditable advertising and token-
based reward programmes.

• Crawling partners to earn rewards for participating in the Zwoop crawling pool.

PHASE  1 – UNIVERSAL CRYPTO ACCEPTANCE

Consumers will have the ability to select ZWP or another crypto from their wallet for the 
purchase of products from any merchant. Where the merchant does not accept direct 
payment with crypto, Zwoop will automatically manage the exchange of the crypto into 
Fiat. In addition to facilitating the exchange through a virtual currency exchange, it is 
also possible for the Fiat to be loaded onto a virtual pre-paid card (VPC) offered by a 
licensed or otherwise approved holder. The artificial intelligence capabilities of Zwoop will 
then execute the check-out process for the merchant. In this way, Zwoop can allow the 
purchase of products from any merchant, using any cryptocurrencies.

PHASE  2 –  CREATING ZWP ACCEPTANCE

Zwoop will promote the benefits of ZWP acceptance to merchants by removing existing 
payment system fees, speeding-up settlement and reducing the risk of fraud. The 
benefits of receiving ZWP may be ‘ploughed back’ into Zwoop for other services such as 
advertising and promotions.

Zwoop will encourage the acceptance of ZWP by merchants by issuing incentives as a 
loyalty / participation mechanism and offering discounts on the purchase of other Zwoop 
services, such as advertising or market insight reports.

Zwoop will also incentivise the use of ZWP by consumers, creating an additional ‘pull 
factor’ for merchants. 
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Zwoop will create special promotions to incentivise the use of the token and Zwoop 
platform, such as daily promotions on products, random price drops and bulk buying 
promotions.

Giving shoppers control of their data and their choices

Think of the current paradigm of online shopping. A user goes online through an 
aggregated shopping platform such as Amazon, Alibaba or Rakuten, searches for goods 
and then makes a purchase. The platforms have not changed significantly in the last ten 
years. What has changed are the back-end data analytics that monitor users’ shopping 
habits.  These are supplied to advertisers, marketing agencies and third parties to enable 
retargeting with advertisements – usually without the knowledge or approval of the 
consumer.  This is the world of online shopping today.TODAY’S WORLD

Market participants Influence control
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Rakuten, Alibaba)
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(ex. Apple, Ebay, 
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(ex. Double Click, 

Ad Agencies, 
Brands

Single Store
(ex. Retailer Online 

Stores, speciality 
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Consumer with 
Zwoop

(ex. You)

TODAY’S WORLD

At Zwoop, our philosophy is different. We believe that consumers should control their 
data, determine who sees it and how it is used, and to be rewarded when they grant 
access to it. Equally, they should have the right to control how, or if, they allow targeted 
promotions to be presented to them.

Zwoop will deploy a decentralised platform, with consumer data stored in the blockchain. 
Each user will have the ability to define access controls over their records and determine if 
they wish to allow them to be used for receiving personalised merchant promotions. 
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ZWOOP BLOCKCHAIN - 
DECENTRALIZED DATA PLATFORM

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

DATA SEGMENTATION

Demographics Geography Consumer behavior

RETAILER / 
MANUFACTURER /

AD AGENCIES

Ability to target a 
specific audience 
based on 
demographics and 
detailed consumer 
behavior

Users 
control 
access to 
their data

Offers rewards to users who opt in to share Merchant pays Zwoop with ZWP

Target audience for promotion

Promotion auditing, convertion 

User’s dataUser’s data User’s data User’s data User’s data

Permission to share data?

Personalised merchant engagements

Should a user decide to allow engagements from merchants, they will be benefited in 
two ways. Firstly, they will receive highly targeted and personalised offers that match 
their shopping needs. For example, if a user has set a target price for a coffee machine, 
a merchant may provide them with a promotional offer for exactly that product or an 
alternative but related product. Secondly, as a reward for making their records accessible, 
the user will receive ZWP tokens which they can be used for the purchase of real-world 
products.

It should be noted that merchants or other participants do not receive direct access to 
user data profiles. Should a user allow access to their records, it simply allows them to 
be included in a defined target audience requested by a merchant (e.g. ‘Women between 
25-30 in the USA that have an average spend between $X and $Y and have purchased an 
apparel item in the last 7 days’). The channel to the user is managed by Zwoop, and the 
user’s data is not shared with the merchant.

Merchants will only be able to purchase this direct-to-user promotional channel with ZWP.
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 B2C - C2C implementation 

Pays Ships Resells

Check information

ETH BlockchainMerchant of origin
Country of origin
Date of purchase

Price
Product Variation

Characteristics
Add-ons

Warranties

Assigns

Product 
Tokenization

One click
checkout

ExecuteInstruct

Unique TKN Unique TKN

Unique TKN

Trusted consumer-to-consumer market

For any product bought with Zwoop, we know where it was sold, who bought it and at 
what price, as well as its characteristics. We do this by creating a non-fungible token 
that is held by the product owner represents the product and becomes a symbol of its 
authenticity. 

The existence of these tokens helps to automate sales, removes trust issues and 
incentivises the use of the platform on a consumer-to-consumer basis.

With this insight into underlying products, Zwoop is able to create a secondary consumer-
to-consumer (C2C) market. Only a product purchased through Zwoop may be offered 
for resale in the C2C market. Zwoop validates the token and thereby allows the owner to 
offer it for sale at a defined price. Any shopper searching for a product will have the choice 
to see used resale products alongside the list of new products offered by merchants. A 
potential buyer of the resale product will be able to see its purchase history, confirming its 
authenticity, time of original purchase and other product details to ensure that it matches 
the description of sale offered by the reseller (e.g. a woman’s handbag is the expected 
brand and style, and was purchased from an official retailer). 

Purchases of a product in the C2C market can be made in ZWP only. The inherent features 
of blockchain allow control over the process of payment and transfer of ownership.

B2C - C2C IMPLEMENTATION
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Potential fraud in the secondary market will be controlled by restricting resale items only 
to those purchased through Zwoop, for which the reseller holds the appropriate token. 
Equally, prior to physical transfer of the product, the smart contract between the parties 
will require confirmation of the payment amount by the purchaser (released only upon 
successful transaction) and a contingent shipping fee by the seller in the event that the 
product is returned to the seller due to quality / condition issues. 

Zwoop allows the entire C2C market to be anonymous, protecting the individual’s 
personal information, but none-the-less providing a safe and trusted exchange.

Transparent digital advertising

Advertisers and marketing agencies have recognised that the digital advertising model 
is broken. Click-thru-rates (“CTR’s”) and cost-per-thousand (“CPM”) are poor metrics by 
which to judge advertising effectiveness and ‘impressions’ are difficult to control or audit. 
This results in significant levels of waste and a lack of accountability.

Furthermore, the lack of commerce-specific platforms results in many ads being targeted 
incorrectly or wasted on consumers outside the demographic target. By using the 
Ethereum blockchain as the underlying layer of the Zwoop platform, it becomes simple 
and transparent to track both targeting and overall advertising effectiveness.

The commerce-specific nature of Zwoop will allow advertisements to be targeted by 
demographics, geography and consumer behaviour. We will also allow advertisers to 
set display controls for users (e.g. how many times each user sees an ad or how often) 
removing the huge waste that occurs in today’s digital advertising market. Furthermore, 
Zwoop will provide absolute auditability on conversion rates for purchases of advertised 
products within the Zwoop ecosystem (as Zwoop covers all e-commerce sites). 

This combination of granular and commerce-specific targeting and absolute accountability 
creates an extremely powerful platform for advertisers.

Merchants will receive discounts on advertising campaign prices when they pay using 
ZWP tokens.
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Rewarding participation

Zwoop is embracing the “Motivational Economy” of rewarding users for their support and 
engagement. Online shopping is no longer simply transactional. Shoppers want the best 
products at the best prices, but want increasingly to control how their data is used and to 
receive rewards directly from their favourite brands. This creates communities and builds 
salience across the market - a ‘win-win’ for both brands and buyers. Zwoop will enable 
brands/manufacturers to create bespoke programs to reward their customers directly. 
This is possible using smart contracts that allow fast, cost effective deployment and highly 
personalised reward campaigns.

Zwoop rewards, using ZWP tokens, solve some of the current issues with promotions:

• Lack of appropriate KPIs and auditability;

• Inability to plan promotions based on accurate analytics;

• Ineffective organisation and partner integration, e.g. promotions are often 
managed, not by the brand owner, but by retailers that do not necessarily follow 
the same rules;

• Lack of accurate, timely information; 

• The inability of the consumer to control how their data is shared with retailers/
manufacturers.

ZWP tokens allow direct interaction between brands/manufacturers and consumers, 
bypassing the middleman (wholesaler or retailers) and providing a more transparent, 
personalised and rewarding shopping experience.
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Affiliate programs 

Affiliate programs are one of the most effective marketing tools and leverage the ever-
increasing online social dynamics of shopping.  Zwoop provides a powerful way for 
individuals to benefit directly from demand created when they inform their social circle of 
a specific product. When a user shares a product through Zwoop with their network, they 
can receive ZWP as a reward each time one of their friends purchases that product.  

A significant benefit of Zwoop is our ability to track effectiveness across social platforms 
– so that if a user shares a product via a social platform, Zwoop is able to determine the 
downstream conversion that follows. This provides a powerful tool to understand and 
audit the true effectiveness of ‘influencers’ and to reward success accordingly.

Unbiased Merchant Reviews and Rankings

Blockchain provides an unalterable audit trail from product presentation to conversion 
and sale. This allows customers to verify independently the popularity of brands and 
products and the reliability of merchants. Many online platforms that utilize reviews 
or rating-based methods are known to be easy to “game” with fake reviews or dummy 
accounts. By placing Zwoop’s transaction record on the blockchain, we give users the 
confidence that reviews are real and linked to a genuine sale.
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Zwoop blockchain architecture

At the time of writing, there are a number of technologies being developed that will 
substantially increase the maximum number of transactions per second that a blockchain 
can handle while simultaneously lowering the transaction fees.

Side chains are one of these technologies, providing a middle point between a pure 
decentralised blockchain and a traditional centralised database, allowing users to transfer 
tokens and information from the blockchain to the side chain and vice versa.

A side chain implementation will have the following features:

• 2-way peg of ZWP token and and the side chain;

• Near zero gas fees;

• Faster block generation (<5 secs);

• Very high throughput, as the number of transactions per second is only limited by the 
hardware capacity and network connectivity;

• Full compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine and mainnet;

• Interoperability between an existing blockchain (such as Ethereum) and it’s underlying 
virtual machine;

Zwoop 2-way 
peg swap

Zwoop 2-Sidechain
Ethereum Mainnet

…
…

For the 2-way peg mechanism to transfer ZWP tokens from an existing blockchain (such as 
Ethereum) to the Zwoop sidechain and vice versa, Zwoop will consider using SPV proofs 
(Simplified Payment Verification) or a federated custody mechanism.
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Web Content

CPU Miner

• Crawling
• Stock checking

GPU Miner

• A.I. image processing
• A.I. model training

Zwoop servers

Images

Data

Data

Zwoop Crawling Pool

Zwoop will create an open distributed network of e-commerce website crawlers. Anyone 
will be able to download and run the crawler software and be rewarded with ZWP tokens 
in exchange. This will increase Zwoop’s data availability and accuracy in its database by:

• Increasing the overall download bandwidth;

• Accessing local versions of each shopping website;

• Reducing the possibility of bot detection and blocking by merchant websites

The crawling process, which we call “Proof of Work”3, involves downloading the 
e-commerce website contents, extracting the relevant data and sending it to the Zwoop 
servers.

The Zwoop Crawling Pool will have two separate tasks that differ in terms of required 
infrastructure:

• Crawling product information and stock checking which is CPU intensive;

• AI image processing and AI model training which is GPU intensive;

The user will be able to set their wallet address in the crawler app settings and configure 
the amount of computer and network resources they are willing to allocate. The crawler 
will run in the background and start navigating the websites as per instructions received 
from the Zwoop servers. The data is then packaged and sent to Zwoop.

In order to make sure that the user has done real work - that is, the data is actually 
obtained from real websites and not just fake or wrong data - Zwoop will randomly assign 
the tasks with a certain degree of redundancy. In this way, Zwoop will be able to detect and 
prevent dishonest behavior and ban the crawlers that try to take unfair advantage of the 
network.

3 Different from “Proof of Work” consensus mechanism
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Crawling pool token economy

There will be a market for outsourced crawling power in which the amount of ZWP tokens 
to be rewarded to the crawling pool is fixed and the reward per unit of work done is settled 
according to the specifics of the user’s geographical location as well as the price of the 
ZWP token. Crawling nodes will also be required to stake a certain amount of tokens that 
will act as warranty for the crawling work and avoid dishonest behavior.  

The total supply of Zwoop tokens is fixed and hence the crawling process does not 
generate new tokens. There will be a Crawling Token Pool with which Zwoop will fund the 
pool. The crawling pool reserve has a total of 25% of the token distribution - 10% of the 
allocation will be released in the first year, 10% in the second year and 5% in the third year. 

The crawling pool will also help to grow a bigger user base of token holders that may be 
Zwoop users.

Governance, scalability and velocity

• GOVERNANCE AND SCALABILITY 

Both the Zwoop app and smart contract source code will be released under an open 
source license and serve as a formal reference implementation. Third parties can 
develop their own branded and customised app that uses the Zwoop (ZWP) token. 
Zwoop will publish an open source customisation Software Development Kit (SDK) with 
the documentation to make the customization and integration with third party apps 
process easy. Customized app implementations do not represent Zwoop forks and are 
not forks of the ZWP token but merely a different client for the same network. 

In this way, Zwoop will allow other entities to build their platforms using the Zwoop 
blockchain and ZWP token. 

• VELOCITY CONSIDERATIONS 

The Zwoop platform is designed as a very high-load system that renders blockchain 
transactions traceable, transparent, and efficient.

The market potential for the Zwoop ecosystem consists of millions of users, each of 
them making dozens of online purchases per year. When using the blockchain, Zwoop’s 
primary focus is to seek predictability, stability and ease of use with smart contract 
support. 

When considering Zwoop’s long-term technical roadmap, the Ethereum blockchain can 
currently handle 5-7 transactions per second. This shortcoming is well-known in the 
industry for projects that require relatively large transaction volumes.

We estimate that, in the initial stages of the Zwoop blockchain platform, the current 
Ethereum mainnet transaction throughput will be sufficient to handle the traffic and will 
thus be used for prototyping and building the initial proof-of-concept. 
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However, as the platform adoption increases, we foresee the need to explore scalable 
solutions for our platform to cope with a higher number of transactions per second. 
Ethereum “gas” price is another major concern, as it fluctuates out of the control of 
Zwoop and fees that are too high would damage the usability of the Zwoop blockchain 
platform.

At the time we are writing, we are exploring a number alternate solutions including:

• The development of the Zwoop sidechain that will use a Proof-of-Authority 
consensus mechanism with a 2-way peg of ZWP token ERC20. This will offer low-
to-zero “gas” fees, faster block generation, significantly higher transactions per 
second, and full compatibility with the EVM - Ethereum Virtual Machine.

• Utilisation of Ethereum’s Casper Protocol, which are anticipated to significantly 
increase the network’s bandwidth and transaction speed.

• Leveraging an more contemporary blockchain platform such EOS, that offers 
significantly higher transaction speeds (currently claimed to be in the millions per 
second) and the removal of transaction fees.
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Credential management

Zwoop will integrate with a self-sovereign identity platform, such as uPort, to enable 
Zwoop users to own their own identity, reputation and purchase information.

uPort is a self-sovereign identity solution on the Ethereum blockchain. Although currently 
in Alpha, uPort is anticipated to become the standard by which Ethereum users manage 
their digital identity.

With uPort (or equivalent), Zwoop users can log in, choose what personal data to share 
with the platform and other Zwoop users, approve and sign transactions, vote, review 
and comment on the Zwoop platform. Additionally, uPort can be used to store contact 
information, delivery address and reputational history.
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Pays

Pays on behalf
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Pays Fiat
Pays Fiat

Loads Fiat

Loads Fiat
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Ad Spaces
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A balanced ZWP Token Economy

Zwoop has created a meaningful and valuable ecosystem for the ZWP token, which is 
open to third-party participation.  This features a balance of supply and demand, driven by 
multiple uses of the ZWP token, in particular:  

• Users will automatically receive ZWP tokens, initially for registering with Zwoop and 
downloading the app - an important way to drive trial - and subsequently when they 
buy products using Zwoop. 

• Zwoop users willing to share their personal data with other users (e.g. advertisers) or 
perform certain actions will be rewarded in kind with ZWP tokens.  

• Every Zwoop user is automatically allocated a wallet containing their ZWP tokens. If 
they want, they can extend this wallet to hold other major cryptocurrencies. 

• Users can use ZWP tokens to purchase any product from any merchant, in what we 
call the universal acceptance. 

• Buyers and sellers can earn and purchase ZWP tokens when they use Zwoop’s 
second-hand (peer-to-peer) market.

• Merchants and advertisers will use ZWP tokens to access Zwoop’s highly-targeted 
advertising services, purchase data and in-depth reports and reward users’ loyalty.  
We forecast a discount between 20% and 40% on the regular price for merchants 
paying in ZWP tokens.  

• Merchants will stake ZWP tokens to obtain priority in Zwoop’s Group Buy market. 
Zwoop’s Group Buy functionality allows consumers to access bulk purchases. 
merchants can make bulk supply deals based on target prices set by consumers.

• Miners will receive ZWP tokens in return for lending their CPU and GPU rigs to 
Zwoop for website crawling, stock verification and AI processing. They can use these 
ZWP tokens on the Zwoop platform to purchase any product from any merchant, 
exchange them for cash or for leading cryptocurrencies on integrated third party 
exchanges.  Miners will need to purchase ZWP tokens in order to start mining. In 
general, they will be required to stake 30 days work of ZWP tokens before starting to 
mine.
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Zwoop API

Zwoop has an API that enables third parties and partners to deliver value-added services 
and product purchase processes to their  own applications.In this case, the ZWP token is 
essential to the ecosystem. In particular:

• Third parties who access the API will stake a sufficient number of tokens proportional 
to their use of the API and the resources / services required. 

• Third parties accessing the API, or front-end partners of Zwoop, purchase tokens to 
pay Zwoop for the services provided by the APIs. Some APIs will be accessible ONLY if 
paid in tokens.

• Third-parties will also receive tokens as mean of payment from some Zwoop users 
when they use the third-party services. Any third-party integrating with the Zwoop 
open API will also be required to accept tokens as a means of exchange for services. 

BUY TO USE
• Shoppers  purchase goods on the C2C 
   second hand market

• Merchants and advertisers pay for 
   advertising, data, group buy and 
   reward shoppers

• Zwoop LTD replenishes treasury 

• Third party API pay for API usage 
   and revenue share 

BUY TO STAKE
• Miners to stake in order to start mining 

• Merchants to access priority services 

• Merchants to have priority in the price list

• Third parties API users to access API 
 

SELL TOKENS
• Purchases of products from merchants  
   not accepting ZWP token directly

• Miners who use the ZWP token to pay  
   for products on merchants not accepting 
   ZWP token directly

• Shoppers and Miners who want to convert 
   their ZWP tokens to cash on exchange 

RECEIVE TOKENS
• Zwoop LTD for payment of data and Services 

• Sellers of products on second-hand market 
 
• Users as loyalty rewards and revenue share

• Loyalty rewards paid by advertisers

• Merchants who accept ZWP token directly   
   as means of payment 

• Third parties participating in the Open API
   platform as means of payment

 
 

BUY 
TOKENS

SELL 
TOKENS

RECEIVE 
TOKENS

A BALANCED ZWP TOKEN ECONOMY
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Other exclusive token holders’ benefits

Below are some of the exclusive benefits we envisage for the token holders or 
whoever pays for Zwoop services with ZWP. 

• Discounts on shipping enhancement fees; 

• Discounts on product add-ons, shipping insurance (provided by shipper/freig 
forwarder) and extended warranty;

• Priority listing for second-hand (peer-to-peer) reselling;

• Early access to beta versions of future features;

• Access to limited edition sales or product releases; 

• Exclusive retailer events or promotions; 

• Discounts on merchant fees at accepted merchants;

• Discounts on Group Buy Fees; 

• Priority access to Group Buy auctions;

• Priority access to banners and collection spaces for advertising; 

• Free access to SKU filtering for advertising when pushing collections and 
banners (usually paid as an add-on);

• Discounts on advertising fees;

• Discounts on data feeds and reporting; 

• Free access to extended product categories when purchasing a product 
report; 
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Partnerships and third party integration 

The Zwoop API platform will allow third party integration and extend Zwoop use to 
partners that add value to the ecosystem and both contribute and benefit from the large 
Zwoop user base.

One example of these multiple partnerships is Zwoop’s partnership with Dropp.tv whose 
proprietary technology allows users to watch video streams and shop or store the 
products they see in real time.  Zwoop’s AI finds these products online, confirming their 
availability and checking for the best available price - and automates the purchase process. 
The organic partnership between Dropp TV and Zwoop is creating a global, shoppable 
media powerhouse that is challenging media and e-commerce industries. Together 
they provide consumers with unrestricted and unbiased access to the whole world of 
e-commerce and media consumption. Specifically, Dropp TV will provide lead-generation 
technology for e-commerce through its consumer facing video interface, while Zwoop will 
provide the back-end fulfillment technology and services.
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Token distribution model and use of proceeds

Zwoop will generate and issue up to 2,000,000,000 ZWP tokens. The ETH distribution of 
those tokens will follow the following model.

Crawling pool reserve - 36mth lock:

5%

Crawling pool reserve - 24mth lock:

10%

Crawling pool reserve - 12mth lock:

10%

Token sale consulting fees:

3%

Advisory team:

3%

Founders - 12mth lock:

10%

Team - 12mth lock:

10%

Token sale

30%

User acquisition

6%

Influencers

2%

Bounty

2%

Affiliate advertising:

3%

Strategic partners data:

3%

Partnerships:

3%

Subject to the hard cap for the token sale, 30% of the total number of tokens to be 
generated will be available for the token sale at a price of 10 cents (USD) per 1 ZWP token. 
The tokens sold during the institutional sale phase have lock up periods of 12 months and 
Zwoop aims to have more involvement from these partners in the long term. The hard cap 
for the token sale is US$30 Million.

Tokens allocated to the token sale are minted only upon purchase. This means Zwoop will 
only create tokens according to buyers demand. 

A percentage of the tokens is going to be locked in a reserve that will be used exclusively  
to fund the crawling pool (see the crawling pool section, page 24). The tokens locked to the 
crawling pool have lock up periods correspondent to 12, 24 and 36 months, and will be 
released according to the growth of Zwoop in the market and crawling network expansion. 
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According to Zwoop token distribution, only 1/3 of the tokens distributed are not subject 
to lock up periods. Tokens distributed to public pre-sale and public sale contributors are 
not subject to any lock up period. 

The funds raised during the token sale are planned to be used according to the following 
chart:
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Internet e-commerce 
retailers

External chats

Browser plug-ins

Zwoop app

www.zwoop.com

Internet e-commerce 
retailers

Blacklist and 
whitelists

Site flow 
structures

PCI user 
payment data

User profiles

Transaction 
history

Product 
database

Manual consolle

Site flow 
interpreter

Product 
interpreter

Product 
normalization

Advertising

Find engine

Product 
tokenization

Attribute 
extractor

Crawler

Execution 
BOT

Price updater

Buy now 
engine

Best price 
engine

Watchlist 
engine

Target price

Add-on 
services (i.e. 

extended 
warranties 

etc.)

P2P 
resellingVPC

Product 
compare

User 
behavior 

engine

K.Y.C.

User 
management 

engine

User payment 
management

Best 
delivery 
engine

Shipping 
enhancement

Service engines

Developed

ZWP wallet 
management

Crypto 
converter

Merchant 
portal

Chat 
integration 

service

User interface 
SDK/Services

Partially developed To be developed

Zwoop roadmap

All the components in the schema below, except those in white, have already been 
developed and tested. The components in white are either in development phase or are 
going to be provided by third parties. 
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October 2014
Founding team established 
and product/concept design 
started

July 2018
Public UK beta testing 
(30,000 testers, 
invitation only)

Q4 2018
Crypto payment and VPC 
capability readiness

April 2018
45+ full-time engineers 

and data scientists, 9 
PhDs, 3 offices, in-depth 

product knowledges

FUTURE MILESTONES

Q4 2018
UK full launch

Curated content 
capabilities

March 2015
Proof-of-concept 
successfully developed

November 2016
Team ramp up with 
additional data scientist 
and core engineers 

June 2015
Development 
started

H1 2019

• US launch

• Image FIND capabilities 

• Advertising and P2P capability readiness 

• Other English speaking countries readiness 

H2 2019

• Launch in some non English speaking countries

• Zwoop SDK readiness 

2020

• Continue worldwide coverage in other languages

• Smart manufacturing and procurement solutions

October 2016
Mult-million Series A 
funding complete

March 2017
Started the machine 
learning training  

February 2018
Core feature completed

February 2018
UK launch preparation 
started

The Zwoop concept was created back in 2014. Our roadmap shows Zwoop’s team growth 
and the recent development accomplishments, as well as different future aspects such as 
technology and infrastructure development, market launch and expansion. Zwoop started 
beta testing with 30 000 users in the UK in July 2018.
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THE ZWOOP TARGET 
MARKET
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Zwoop extends across all products and categories offering the same capabilities from 
apparel to electronics, homewares to office and everything in between. As a result, the 
target market for Zwoop is enormous. In 2017 around $2.3T of products were sold online, 
a figure that is forecast to reach almost $4.5T by 2021.

B2C Global Ecommerce Evolution 2014-2021
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The e-commerce ecosystem is complex and involves many participants, in addition to 
retailers and consumers. A standard product purchase requires manufacturers, retailers, 
advertisers and publishers, payment gateways, card schemes, merchant and consumer 
banks, and shipping logistics parties.  The multitude of exchanges between these parties 
presents an opportunity for optimisation reducing the number of transactions and 
intermediary fees and improving efficiency and throughput.

Online advertising 
Digital advertising is growing even faster than e-commerce and accounts for an 
increasingly significant share of costs for retailers and brands.  Over the past three 
years, digital advertising grew around 15-20% per year, reaching almost $230B in 2017 
and is projected to reach $335B by 20204. In addition, it is an “open secret” that a large 
percentage of Impressions (CPM) and CTR (“Click Through Rates”) are wasted5. An 
investigation by the Association of National Advertisers found that up to 37 percent of 
online impressions is accounted for by bots — ‘fake consumers’6.

Advertising represents 9% to 10% of total e-commerce transaction value. Most of this 
spending goes through digital agencies and media resellers, with limited ability to target 
based on commerce-specific identifiers.  It is also difficult to audit and conversion rates are 
poor.

Zwoop offers advertisers a truly commerce specific, transparent, targeted and fully 
auditable platform utilising the blockchain.

4 Souce:eMarketer, Worldwide Ad Spending, 2015 and 2016

5 Tham, I. - “Digital ads real promise marred by fakes and trickery” Straits Times, 2017

6 Source: http://adage.com/article/ana-report-7-2-billion-lost-ad-fraud-2015/302201/
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E-commerce transaction fees 
The ecosystem supporting e-commerce relies almost entirely on intermediaries for 
payments. This structure creates multiple fee layers, including interchange on scheme 
instruments, issuing and acquiring fees, merchant account and settlement fees and 
gateway and/or e-wallet fees. It also results often in delayed settlement processes with 
merchants waiting for extended periods for the receipt of funds. This ecosystem is easily 
exposed to both consumer and merchant fraud, resulting in increased levels of chargeback 
and further costs to participants.

Transaction fees, estimated at $80B USD in 2017, are forecast to grow to $120B by 
20207. 

Zwoop supports a streamlined payments system with payment intermediaries8 supporting 
both B2C and C2C transactions, in an efficient, scalable and transparent manner. This will 
reduce the huge transaction fees associated with the current ecosystem.  

7 Source: Worldpay, Global payment 2017

8 When needed through payment intermediaries or approved/licensed operators.
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CORPORATE INFORMATION
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Zwoop was created in April 2016 in Hong Kong by its five founding partners, all of whom 
have a highly successful track record in the technology sector. In October 2016 the 
company closed a significant investment round with Ivanhoe Capital Corporation, which 
remains as a key shareholder.

Zwoop has three offices at present - Hong Kong where the platform technology is 
developed, London where go-to-market and communications activities are managed, and 
Singapore where the enterprise relationships and token entity structure are managed.

It has 56 full-time employees across Hong Kong, London and Singapore and is hiring 
additional engineers and operational staff to support the launch and the development of 
the roadmap.

9 PhDs from 
prestigious universities

300+ years of combined 
coding experience

130,000 hours of coding  
spent in platform 

development

50+ years of combined 
deep science and research 

experience in AI labs

50 software and 
AI engineers

16 nationalities
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Management team and key profiles 

Scott Moore 
Chief Revenue Officer and co-founder

Scott brings over 20 years experience in 
senior roles across the Asia region. He 
has run sales teams at Eontec, worked as 
Global Accounts Director with Oracle and 
consulted at PWC. He took over a group 
of companies as a Managing Director and 
performed a turnaround of a $150 million 
business. Scott was the CEO of MpayMe 
APAC.

April Yu 
Chief Product Officer and co-founder

April was previously Head of Product for 
retailer Lane Crawford and has a strong 
focus on product management and user 
experience design. She has a background in 
payments, e-commerce and management 
consulting with a focus on Hong Kong and 
China.

Alessandro Gadotti 
Founder and CEO

Alex has a PhD from Rome University. 
He joined EY and became the youngest 
partner in the Consulting division. Was co-
head of the Technology Innovation Division 
in the US. Alex ran the IT Business at Value 
Partners and managed 5,000 people across 
3 continents. He was the founder and 
CEO of the startup MPayMe and raised a 
multi-million series A funding, exiting with 
success in 2014.

Tommaso Natale 
CTO and co-founder

Tommaso has a degree in Electronic 
Engineering from Turin Polytechnic 
University and has worked in technology 
for 20 years. He worked at McKinsey&Co 
and became a Partner in the BTO office.

His focus was the financial services sector 
working with large global banks and 
innovating in payments and e-commerce 
space, and has now been focused on 
technology startups for the last 3 years.
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Martin Thomas 
Chief Marketing Officer

Martin has worked in all areas of the 
marketing communications industry – 
running high profile advertising media, PR 
and sponsorship agencies and global head 
of communications planning for one of the 
world’s leading agency networks.  He is a 
recognised thought leader on digital media 
and the author of the (soon to be published) 
Financial Times Guide to Social Media 
Strategy.

Albert Au-Yeung 
Head of Artificial Intelligence 

Albert has a PhD in Computer Science from 
the  University of Southampton, MPhil in 
Computer Science and Engineering from 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong. 
Albert worked in the NTT Communication 
Science Labs in Tokyo for 2 years and was 
a senior researcher at Huawei’s Noah’s Ark 
Lab. Albert is also a lecturer at the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, teaching Machine 
Learning and data mining.

Jeremy Platts 
Chief Compliance Officer

Jeremy has over 35 years experience 
in global compliance and regulation. He 
worked in the Commercial Crime Bureau 
of the Royal Hong Kong Police and was the 
Far East Area AML Service Leader at EY. 
He worked as the Consultant AML to the 
Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) in 
addition to managing his own consultancy.

Robert Campbell 
Creative Director

Robert is one of the most recognized 
advertising creatives in the UK and a 
Founder of Rainey Kelly Campbell Roalfe – 
responsible for many of the leading Virgin 
Brands. Robert served as Vice President 
of McCann Erikson and Vice Chairman of 
Y&R Europe.
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Miles Pelham 
Advisor

Miles is a 21-year finance veteran, during which time 
he has managed substantial portfolios for leading 
global banks making in excess of $500m in trading 
profits. He retired from banking in 2017 to focus on 
Diginex. He is also presently the youngest serving 
Chairman of a UK listed company.

Advisors

Robert Martin Friedland 
Chairman and Lead Advisor

Robert Friedland is Chief Advisor and Chairman of 
Zwoop. Chairman of Ivanhoe Mines, Chairman of 
I-Pulse and CleanteQ. 

With over 25 years as a highly successful 
entrepreneur and international financier, with a 
focus on technology and natural resources. He has 
developed a portfolio of highly respected public 
and private companies, including the application of 
disruptive technologies.

Jose Perez 
Technical Advisor

Jose is lead blockchain architect and smart contract 
developer at Diginex and chief technical advisor 
on Zwoop. He started his career as a quantitative 
developer and FinTech consultant to major financial 
institutions in Europe and Asia. He has been 
professionally involved in the crypto space since 2016 
and built several Ethereum apps.
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Travis Kling 
Advisor

Ikigai founder and Chief Investment Officer, Travis 
Kling was previously a L/S equity portfolio manager 
at Point 72.  He has also worked in traditional finance 
and M&A and was an Energy analyst at Magnetar 
Capital. He has a BBA in accounting and MS in 
finance from Texas A&M University.

Anthony Emtman 
Advisor

Anthony is President and Ikigai co-founder. He 
was previously CFO for Jogg, a Disney Techsters 
company, and co-Founded (as CFO and Lead 
Developer) MARK Labs, a Barclays Techstars 
company. Anthony was a Captain in the U.S. Air 
Force serving as a Contracting Officer and Software 
Developer. He holds a BS in Economics from the U.S. 
Air Force Academy and has a MS in Finance from 
Georgetown University.

Emily Bush 
DNA.fund Venture Partner 

Entrepreneur & angel investor focused on disruptive 
businesses. Founded a boutique hotel & built a real 
estate tech brokerage company.  Worked at CBRE 
for the #1 brokerage team in the world. Venture 
partner at DNA and general Partner at Decentra 
Capital. B.S. Biomedical Engineering. 

Timothy Lewis 
Advisor

Timothy is Ikigai Chief Technology Officer and 
has  spent 20 years in information technology and 
digital security. He led teams at Societe Generales, 
Oracle, and Kaiser Permanente, Timothy followed 
his path into the world of Bitcoin in late 2009. He 
was involved early in Ethereum and advised on ICO 
models in 2014. He is currently a Venture Partner 
and Lead Technical Advisor for DNA Fund.
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Contact us 
Register your interest

Email us at

tokensupport@zwoop.biz

Zwoop LTD 
26th Floor, 69 Jervois Street  
Sheung Wan, Hong Kong 

zwoop.biz

At Zwoop we pride ourselves on working with 

the best minds in the industries we touch. 


